
Physical Development Committee (PDC) - Minutes 10/21/2022 

PDC Participants:  
Jessica Kramer, Gargi Duttgupta, Christie Mathews, Bob Kaempfe, Jon Walter, Tonie Miyamoto, Beth 

Adams, Amy Barkley (on behalf of Sue Doe, Faculty Council), Stacey Baumgarn, David Bradford, Shelly 

Carroll, Justin Dove, Mike Ellis, Chris Ferris, Ashraf Fouad, David Hansen, Monica Latham, Paula Mills, Ali 

Raza, Mark Ritschard, Mike Rush, Julia Innes, Tom Satterly, Lisa Streeb Case, Jillian Zucosky, Ryan 

Claycomb, Brendan Hanlon, Stephanie Wagner 

1. Introduction of Gargi Duttgupta, Campus Planner 

2. Charge of the PDC 
a. PDC is primarily tactical, concerned with physical environment, generally from the building skin 

out. Combines function, aesthetic quality, and physical character. Concerned with how we 

influence the visual/tactical experience of campus, how the campus experience is to students, 

employees, and visitors. 

b. In conjunction with AVP of Facilities Management, the PDC is an advisory body to the Vice 

President for University Operations. If PDC makes a decision, the VPUO has final say. 

c. PDC Oversight of Campus Character - considers:  

i. Physical elements such as permanent and temporary signage, wayfinding, banners, lights, 

cell towers, site furnishings, newspaper racks 

ii. Advertising in the physical environment (in conjunction with MarComm and the advertising 

policy) – how much advertising do we want to see visually in our environment? Advertising 

has an impact on the campus experience.  

iii. Campus structures 

iv. Campus experience zones and use policies  

v. General naming of buildings 

1) If it is related to donors or named for a person, it goes through a separate committee 

(not PDC) and process that ultimately goes to the Board of Governors. 

vi. Transit system – how it impacts people, visually and functionally, on a day-to-day basis 

vii. Oversight of University Public Art Committee and public art collection, including temporary 

art and light installations. 

d. Considerations for PDC decision-making: 

i. Guidance from Office of Inclusive Excellence, such as: Who benefits from how we do this? 

Who is not being served by how we do this? Who have we not considered in our process of 

putting this together? What do we need to do to create an inclusive culture? What barriers 

exist for others that we can remove? Many of these relate to sustainability as much as 

inclusivity. 

e. PDC “Guidance Manual” – coming soon 

i. Drafting a PDC guidance manual that compiles decisions, recommendations, and 

discussions from the PDC.  

ii. Organized by subject, so people can find the information they may have questions about.  

iii. Will post to PDC website once finalized and let PDC know. 



3. Proposed accessory structure guidelines (request for approval) 
a. There have been 10-12 requests since 2016 for accessory structures.  

i. Guidelines include habitable structures, including modular classrooms. These guidelines do 

not apply to barns or paddocks. 

ii. Permanent accessory structures include Premanufactured structure/shed (i.e., “Tuffshed”) 

or accessory structure/shed with T111 (“composite”) siding; accessory structure with metal 

siding (i.e., corrugated metal and/or standing seam); pods, trailers, modular structures; 

covered bicycle rack, bicycle parking enclosure, and covered electric cart structures; 

carports. 

1) Often added for purposes of material storage. 

iii. Examples of Temporary Accessory Structures: constructions trailers, pods such as covid 

testing trailers 

1) Still need to go through process for review to ensure they are being placed in safe 

manner and meeting building code compliance. 

b. Review and Approval Process for Temporary and Permanent Accessory Structures 

i. Process to be followed regardless of temporary or permanent accessory structure. 

ii. People contacting FM from different depts need to go through a project manager (PM) who 

will coordinate with others to ensure it is placed in location that doesn’t conflict with 

underground utilities, aligns with master plan, works with DRC and CSU Building Code 

Department. 

c. Additional Guideline Details  

i. Guidelines organized by type of structure and then by CSU campus/property. 

ii. Reviewed and determined by DRC on case-by-case basis. 

iii. Guidelines are not retroactive, unless bldg. is in state of disrepair 

d. See presentation and guidelines document to learn about specifics for “Premanufactured 

shed/structure (Tuffshed) or accessory structure/shed with T1-11 (composite) siding.” 

e. See presentation and guidelines document to learn about specifics for “Accessory structure with 

metal siding (such as standing seam).” 

i. These are more permanent than a tuff shed. 

f. See presentation and guidelines document to learn about specifics for “Pods, trailers, and 

modular structures.” 

i. These are difficult to maintain. 

g. See presentation and guidelines document to learn about specifics for “Covered bike rack, bike 

parking enclosure, and covered electric cart structures.” 

h. See presentation and guidelines document to learn about specifics for “Carports.” 

i. Discussion: 

i. Christie Mathews asks – In the past, we have had some of these structures in the housing 

communities. Would all the housing areas be included in the definition of main campus or 

the apartment communities west or south of campus? There are a couple currently that 

exist. 

1) Not specifically discussed in Design Review Committee (DRC). Action Item (Jessica): 

Discuss with the DRC and talk with Christie Mathews about recommendations before 

bringing back to PDC. 

ii. Christie Mathews asks – Would a food truck or food trailer fall under temporary structure? 



1) It doesn’t; that would be a different definition, but it would still need to go to DRC and 

Environmental Health & Safety. 

iii. Tonie Miyamoto says – President’s Sustainability Commission discussed that as a campus 

we tend to hang on to things – e-waste, equipment, vehicles, etc. Could reviewing the 

materials in storage be part of the process that’s being discussed? CSU has stuff stored over 

many years in many places no longer used. 

1) Jessica Kramer says that Gargi brought up a similar question of what are we doing for 

existing structures? That’s part of the space committee and campus planning’s 

responsibility to take that into consideration and to determine. There will need to be a 

process to talk about that separately, not necessarily as a part of these guidelines. It 

comes up from a sustainability perspective of who is tracking this. 

2) Gargi Duttgupta - Three existing old modulars on foothills campus – how to track these 

and what the limitations are. Discovered there was some internal Land lease type of 

process that was developed for internal use within CSU for the use of modulars. 

Nothing codified but am finding information. Action Item (Jessica): Will bring this back 

to PDC – what is the process and strategy for existing structures. 

3) Mark Ritschard from engineering – the federal government requires that all research 

materials be available for up to 10 years after research project is complete for potential 

audit. Engineering and VPR developed a process for this and can help in some ways. 

Also, if the federal government pays for the equipment, they own it and not always 

permitted to get rid of it. Additionally, some things are contaminated and have to 

remain for a long time. 

4) Gargi Duttgupta suggests in Teams chat – maybe there is a better way to store? 

iv. Tonie Miyamoto asks – Where does the porta potty at the compost facility fit into these 

guidelines? 

1) Jessica Kramer – That is considered a building structure because it has a utility going to 

it with lighting. It doesn’t fall within these guidelines. 

2) Tonie Miyamoto – How do longer-term porta potties fit into these guidelines? 

3) Jessica Kramer – thinks these should come to PDC on case-by-case basis. They can be 

included in these guidelines as a separate section or we can create a separate 

process/guidelines, but sometimes as requests come in for these, they help work out 

the details of the guidelines. 

A. Tonie Miyamoto doesn’t have an opinion. 

4) Jillian Zucosky asks – are we talking about vault toilets (permanent) or porta potties 

(temporary) because there is a different on the impact.  

5) Jessica Kramer – The one being built at the compost site is a fully permanent structure. 

Porta potties are more for events and are temporary; Environmental Health Services 

needs to approve all of those. 

j. Request for approval 

i. Jessica Kramer says she will hold the request for approval on these guidelines until we have 

a response to the Housing areas question. Gargi suggests giving people until the next 

meeting to go through the guidelines and review. 

4. Proposed vinyl building name signage (Request for approval) 
a. Existing Signage Standards for Building Names are: 



i. Building name and address sign (required per emergency needs) 

1) Expensive - $3,000 sign 

ii. Building-mounted 3-dimensional letters over entries (if desired) – not required 

1) Easy to add when bldg. is being constructed. After the fact, sometimes have to 

puncture roof, need a lift, and cost escalates quickly. 

b. Where to place additional building name signs?  

i. It can be difficult to find Plant Science. People approach from multiple directions. There are 

eight different building entrances, but only one building name/address sign on the 

northwest entry. 

c. Nutrien Agricultural Sciences Bldg. 

i. Bldg. name sign added in vinyl letters above the glass doors on southwest entry facing 

Monfort Quad. 

1) The north entry does have the bldg. name sign with letters above.  

2) They realized during construction that they needed to have name coming from Monfort 

Quad entrance for wayfinding, but that would penetrate roof structure. They made 

request to DRC to allow vinyl letters on south side as an exception, but knowing that it 

could become a precedent. 

d. Plant Science requested similar vinyl letter signs on southwest and southeast entries. 

i. DRC discussed various locations. Recommends adding the vinyl letters on the glass doors. 

Plant Science does not have glass above the doors like Nutrien, so instead on the locations 

shown on the presentation slide. 

ii. Proposed 3-inch height letters. 

e. Proposed Vinyl Building Name Sign Standard 

i. DRC is recommending to PDC that this can be another option for a building name sign 

standard – not required. This is a cost-effective way to add confirmation of a building name 

at a pedestrian level. Would like to create this as a new sign standard. Still do on case-by-

case basis because some buildings might have a distinct architectural character or historical 

character that may not lend itself to this type of lettering. Environmental graphics Designer 

would need to review and approve each request. 

1) Standard would be above the door on the glass or if there is no glass above, then 

preferred on the rightmost glass door, centered (as feasible). Only on the one door. 

Font would match building mounted signage. Not limited to number of entries. 

f. Discussion 

i. Christie Mathews asks to clarify language on where it is allowed. 

1) If it’s on a double door, it’s only allowed on one door, but on as many entrances as 

desired. 

ii. Lisa Streeb Case thinks this could be useful, especially in areas where buildings look similar. 

She realized, when walking into the Biology building, that there was no way to know what 

building you were walking into at the pedestrian level. 

iii. Christie Mathews likes the idea and thinks it supports wayfinding in a complex campus. 

iv. Jessica Kramer thinks this is a cost-effective solution. And she doesn’t want to clutter 

campus with freestanding signs. Easy to replace the letters if they were to begin to peel or 

if the building name were to change. 



v. Beth Adams appreciates that it’s cost effective. Wonders - in spaces where buildings want 

to do the raised sign above, even without glass, would that still be approved? 

1) Jessica Kramer responds – It depends on what the material is. Vinyl may not adhere 

well. Looking at each request on case-by-case basis. If it were obscured by anything or 

if there are architectural features that overhang that would play into the decision. CSU 

buildings are made from lots of different materials and different sized doors. 

g. Motion to approve this as a building name standard. 

i. Mark Ritschard motions. 

ii. Beth Adams seconds. 

iii. PDC approved with no opposition expressed. 

5. Updates on Capital Construction Projects, including Clark Revitalization and Glover Building 

Replacement 
a. Completed & Current Projects 

i. Geoexchange at Moby Arena – completed Sept 2021. Decreased energy use at Moby arena. 

ii. Shepardson / Nutrien– completed/occupied in January 2021. 

iii. Retreat conference center at CIRA with College of Engineering – complete. Utilized cross 

timber laminated structure – highly sustainable for limited scope projects. 

iv. Johnson Family Equine Hospital – P3 partner completed Sept. 2021. 

v. Solar Panels added to a number of buildings on campus – installation will be complete Dec 

2022. Part of power purchase agreement with Namaste. 

vi. Wastewater Treatment plant at mountain campus – complete and operational in Aug 2022. 

Replaces aging infrastructure and accommodates long-term future development on 

mountain campus. 

vii. Mountain Campus Experiential Learning Center preparing for furniture to move in. Utilized 

cross timber laminated structure. 

viii. Men’s and Women’s Basketball Rooms at Moby Arena – just completed. Resulted in 

additional donor funds that will go toward Phase 2 of renovations for Women’s Softball, 

Soccer, and Volleyball locker rooms. 

ix. Construction underway for Lory Student Center – Phase 3. Accommodates Adult Learners 

and Veteran Services addition, and overall LSC building revitalization that began in 2012. 

Scheduled to be complete summer 2023. 

x. Window Replacement at Westfall Hall – Scheduled to be complete summer 2023. 

xi. Chiropteran Research facility at Jud Harper Complex – in design, grant funded with 

supplemental funding from VPR for infectious disease and ongoing COVID research 

b. Projects in development 

i. Spur Campus – HYDRO (water research), CSU Center TERRA, (agricultural research and 

outreach), VIDA (equine therapies, veterinarian clinic and outreach, and apartments for 

grad students and visiting professors) 

ii. Meridian Village – no next steps, but on the Board of Governors’ December agenda to 

determine what to do with site 

iii. Program plan approved by Board of Governors in Oct 2022 for significant additions to the 

Vet Teaching Hospital – P3 partner working on schematic design. 

iv. Clark Project – 3 source funded project by the State of Colorado, CSU, and donors. Majority 

of renovation funding is allocated to C-Wing. Light renovations of A-Wing in basement, and 



accessibility and inclusivity upgrades in classrooms on main level. Deconstruction of B-

Wing. All Clark wings are very structurally sound. Makes sense to keep the “bones of the 

building” and just renovate A- and C- Wings. 

1) CSU Project Manager/PC: Tony Flores 

2) Design Build Firm: TBD 

3) TDCB: $135.2M 

4) PH1: $38M 

5) PH2: $62.7M 

6) PH3: $34.5M 

7) Procurement Schedule: Sept 2022 – Dec 2022 

8) Project Schedule: Jan 2024 – August 2026 

v. Glover – Make sure not relocating existing utilities needlessly, compacting footprint and 

looking at corn shell space to allow to build density on site like this. From master plan 

perspective this site could accommodate an 8-story bldg. Trying to structure project from 

programming perspective to manage expectations for amount of scope can build. 

1) CSU Project Manager/PC: Tracey Abel 

2) DB Firm: TBD 

3) TDB: $80M 

4) Procurement Schedule: Oct 2022 – Feb 2023 

5) Project Schedule: March 2023 – August 2026 

vi. Biomedical Discovery Center 

1) CSU Project Manager/PC: TBD 

2) DB Firm: TBD 

3) TDCB: $115M 

4) Currently planning a one phase project. 

5) Procurement Schedule: TBD 

6) Project Schedule: TBD 

vii. District Energy Master Plan – Replace existing steam infrastructure on the east side of 

campus with a new combined heating and cooling system (CHC). The new CHC utility will be 

distributed to numerous buildings on the east side of campus including Glover and Clark. 

1) CSU Project Manager/PC: Tracey Abel 

2) DB Firm: TBD 

3) TDCB: DEMP PH1&2 - $57M 

4) Also seeking state funding for boiler replacement at the existing Heating Plant - $22M 

5) Procurement Schedule: TBD 

6) Project Schedule: TBD - Seeking funding to align with Glover and Clark 

c. Invitation to participate in the Project Steering Committees: 

i. Participate in bi-monthly team meeting to review, discuss, and advise on the actual design 

of the projects 

ii. Participate in Owner Architect Contractor (OAC) meetings as the Construction commences 

iii. Interested? This opportunity is open to CSU community! mike.rush@colostate.edu – Add 

“Steering Committee” in subject line. 

d. Quarterly Updates: 

mailto:mike.rush@colostate.edu?subject=Steering%20Committee


i. FM can provide design and construction updates to the PDC in concert with other 

committee updates around the development of the projects over time. Construction 

Logistics communications will be especially important. 

ii. Sequenced SOURCE articles planned to communicate progress on the projects 

incrementally. 

iii. State Magazine article in the works on the Andrew Clark Additions and Renovations Project. 

e. Tonie Miyamoto asks in Teams chat, “Mike, how many of these projects have pursued LEED 

certification? As we completed our STARS report, it seemed quite a bit of square footage was 

added but not certified.”  

i. Mike Rush responds – Clark, Glover, and Biomedical Discovery Center will be subject to 

State of Colorado High Performance Building Certification program. USGBC LEED 

Certification is one of the paths most commonly pursued. 

ii. Jessica Kramer clarifies that Tonie was wondering, How many pursued LEED certifications 

for the completed projects?  

1) Action Item (Mike Rush) – will get this info to Tonie directly.  

2) Mike Rush answers – In general, if a bldg. is over 5,000 sq. ft. it is required to 

accommodate the State of Colorado High Performance Building Certification program. 

Some of the completed projects above were less than that. We try to install mechanical 

systems that are highly energy efficient, and most were designed under the 2018 

international energy conservation code. Industry says if you could meet the 2018 code 

then the projects are certifiable. 

f. Christie Mathews asks, where is the Biomedical Discovery Center site? 

i. Physiology redevelopment on the corner of Center and Lake across from the Lake Street 

Garage.  


